
   What do you most value about

West Vancouver's urban forest?

   Imagine it is the year 2040. What is your ideal 

   image for West Vancouver's urban forest?

Increased

understanding

from resident of

the role of trees in

our ability to live

and create oxygen

I value our mature

trees and all the work

that they do, moreso

than new plantings

that may require 20

years or so to become

truly productive.

More

education on

the value of

the urban

forest!

Tree species

(drought and moth

impacts) -

education about

climate suitable

trees that should

be planted now

Natural assets -

want to make

sure that canopy

cover is

included in

budgeting

More information

on the health of

the asset might

help better

account for the

asset value

Canopy

cover is

higher than

51%!

Education

I hope that in the year

2040, we have a

diverse urban forest

that still includes

large trees and not

just decorative

smaller trees

Natural asset value

2 - Vision for West Vancouver's urban forest

   What are the greatest opportunities to 

    improve our urban forest?

   What challenges to our urban forest are 

    the most important to address?

Cypress village is a

concern for canopy

cover loss - how

will development

address concerns

for canopy cover 

Protection of creek

riparian areas and

more focused

density will be

considered in the

Cypress village

development

Community consultation

- has there been effort

made to engage with the

local First Nations? How

are we addressing

requirement to consult

First Nations on land use

Squamish Nation has

been contacted

separately to discuss

the UFMP; likely most

interested in

engaging during plan

implementation

Concern that we are not
preserving and

protecting our mature,
large trees - the ones

that are already
productive and do the
most to combat climat

ch
ange

Ensuring that we

achieve

meaningful

consent rather

than

instrumental
Climate change!

Carbon sequestration

is an important urban

forest benefit. Most

cost effective way to

achieve carbon

mitigation!

Ministry of forest

shows that forests

are no longer

carbon sinks; need

to take canopy loss

seriously

Clearcutting of

lots + removal of

topsoils seem

frequent now -

needs to be

addressed!

Most efficient

to protect trees

(vs. replanting -

many don't

survive)
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2) Type your

comment and

resize the sticky

using one of the

corner as

needed

3) Click beside

your note, then

reselect it to

move it around

the board

TIP - How to comment using sticky notes

1) Double-click

anywhere on

the screen to

get a sticky

note

Note that you can

also use the pencil

tool at the bottom

of the left hand

menu to draw on

white board
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